Name: _______________________________
Address: ______________________________
City, State, Zip: ________________________
Phone: _______________________________

Division: (circle one)   A    B    C    D    E
A-18 & Under; B-19 to 50; C-51 to 74; D-75 & Older; E-Nursing Home or Sheltered Living

Return to by July 20 to: Nemaha County Fair
1500 Community Drive in Seneca, KS 66538

Circle Class Number(s) that you want to enter. Three entries per class are now allowed. Please indicate the number of entries per class.

AGRICULTURE
HYBRID CORN
CLASS 94000 - Yellow Corn - 10 Ears ____
CLASS 94001 - Tallest Stalk of Corn ____
CLASS 94002 - Corn- Largest Ear ____

WHEAT
CLASS 94003 - 1 Gallon Sample ____

GRAIN SORGHUM
CLASS 94004 - 10 Heads of Sorghum ____
CLASS 94005 - 1 Gallon Sample Sorghum ____

FORAGE SORGHUM
CLASS 94006 - 10 Heads of Forage Sorghum ____

SOYBEANS
CLASS 94007 - 1 Gallon Sample ____
CLASS 94008 - Bundle of 5 Plants ____

OATS
CLASS 94009 - 1 Gallon Sample of Oats ____

LEGUME AND GRASS SEED - 1 Qt
CLASS 94010 - Alfalfa ____
CLASS 94011 - Sweet Clover ____
CLASS 94012 - Red Clover ____
CLASS 94013 - Brome ____

HAY - ONE FLAKE
CLASS 94014 - Alfalfa ____
CLASS 94015 - Brome ____
CLASS 94016 - Prairie ____
CLASS 94017 - Red Clover ____

WHEAT
CLASS 94003 - 1 Gallon Sample ____

GRAIN SORGHUM
CLASS 94004 - 10 Heads of Sorghum ____
CLASS 94005 - 1 Gallon Sample Sorghum ____

FORAGE SORGHUM
CLASS 94006 - 10 Heads of Forage Sorghum ____

SOYBEANS
CLASS 94007 - 1 Gallon Sample ____
CLASS 94008 - Bundle of 5 Plants ____

OATS
CLASS 94009 - 1 Gallon Sample of Oats ____

SUNFLOWERS
CLASS 94026 - Yellow Onions, 5 each ____
CLASS 94027 - Red Onions, 5 each ____
CLASS 94028 - Tomatoes, 5 each ____
CLASS 94029 - Cherry Tomatoes, 5 each ____
CLASS 94030 - Peppers, 5 each ____
CLASS 94031 - Parsnips, 5 each ____
CLASS 94032 - Carrots, 5 each ____
CLASS 94033 - Beets, 5 each ____
CLASS 94034 - Okra, 5 each ____
CLASS 94035 - Green Beans, 12 each ____
CLASS 94036 - Cucumbers, Slicing, 5 each ____
CLASS 94037 - Cucumbers, Pickling, 5 each ____
CLASS 94038 - Zucchini ____
CLASS 94039 - Kohlrabi ____
CLASS 94040 - Pumpkin, Stock ____
CLASS 94041 - Pumpkin, Pie ____

METALS
CLASS 95000 - Home & Recreational Use ____
CLASS 95001 - Mechanical ____
CLASS 95002 - Agricultural Use ____

Variety must be listed:
CLASS 94042 - White Potatoes, 5 each ____
CLASS 94043 - Red Potatoes, 5 each ____
CLASS 94044 - Sweet Potatoes, 5 each ____
CLASS 94045 - Sweet Corn, 5 each ____
CLASS 94046 - Apples, 5 each ____
CLASS 94047 - Peaches, 5 each ____
CLASS 94048 - Grapes, 5 bunches ____
CLASS 94049 - Pears, 5 each ____
CLASS 94050 - Gourd ____
CLASS 94051 - Miscellaneous - any fruit or vegetable not listed. ____